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SECTIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF
BANACH MODULES
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This paper is concerned with the representation of Banach algebras
and Banach modules as sections of bundles of Banach spaces. In particu-
lar. (1) if A is a commutative Banach algebra, then A may be represented
by sections of a locally trivial canonical line bundle; (2) if A is a Banach
algebra which is represented as sections of a canonical bundle of Banach
algebras, then there is a natural way in which any Banach module M over
A can be represented by sections of a canonical bundle of Banach
modules over the corresponding algebra bundle. We also investigate
projective tensor products of bundles of Banach algebras and bundles of
Banach modules.

The present paper extends and generalizes earlier results to be found
in [7] and [8], to which the reader is referred for terminology and
notations. Both of these papers center upon the study of sectional repre-
sentations of "Gelfand type" for Banach modules (M, A) such that

(1) the algebra^ is commutative, and
(2) the module satisfies the (KR) condition.

Such modules must be essential, and conversely, every essential module
over an algebra with bounded approximate identities satisfies the (KR)
condition. In the present paper it is shown that the (KR) condition can be
dropped altogether provided one is willing to accept a somewhat altered
version of the classical Gelfand representation of A, Rather than represent
A by complex-valued functions, one can represent A by sections of a
canonical line bundle. This "primitive" Gelfand representation is de-
scribed in §1, which concerns bundles of Banach algebras more generally.

§2 concerns sectional representation of Banach modules. A new
construction for canonical bundles of Banach modules is given (Theorem
2.3), which generalizes various known constructions. Basically, Theorem
2.3 states that whenever one has a representation of a (possibly noncom-
mutative) Banach algebra A by sections of a canonical algebra bundle,
then there is a natural means whereby one can represent every module M
over A9 namely, M can be represented by sections of a canonical bundle of
Banach modules over the corresponding algebra bundle. This result ap-
plies, in particular, to the primitive Gelfand representation of a commuta-
tive algebra. It applies also to the sectional representations of C*-algebras
which have been studied by Hofmann, Varela, Dupre, et al. Moreover, the
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closing portion of §2 makes clear the true role of the (KR) condition
(Theorem 2.6).

The third section of the paper treats projective tensor products of
bundles and their relationships to the sectional representations studied in
§§1 and 2.

1. Bundles of Banach algebras, the Gelfand representation revisited.
We turn first to the representation of Banach algebras by sections of
bundles of Banach algebras.

Suppose that π: E -> S is a bundle of Banach spaces in which the
stalks E = π~\p), p E S, are all Banach algebras. Let us denote by m
the map from the fibered product EVE— {(x, y) E E X : π(x) — ττ(y)}
into E which assigns to any pair (x, y) in E V E the product xy in the
algebra Ev{x) = Eπ{y).

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let π: E -> S be as above. The following are equiva-
lent:

(1) the map m: £ V E -> E is continuous;
(2) given any two elements x0 and y0 belonging to the same stalk, and

given any neighborhood % of xoyo, there exist neighborhoods % and Ύof x0

andy0, respectively, such that xy G % whenever x E %, >> E Ύand π(x) =

(3) the local sections of the bundle are closed under pointwise multiplica-
tion;

(4) There exists a full set & of local sections which is closed under
pointwise multiplication.

When the conditions in Proposition 1.1 are satisfied π: E -> S is
called a bundle of Banach algebras. Such bundles have been defined for
quite some time in terms of condition (1). Because of (3) it follows that
the set Γ(τr) of all global sections of such a bundle forms an algebra with
respect to pointwise operations. Moreover, the space Th(π) of all bounded
sections of such a bundle is a Banach algebra (using, of course, the sup
norm ||σ|| = sup{||σ(/?)||: p G S}). The main usefulness of Proposition 1.1
comes, however, from the fact that (4) implies (1). To specialists in Banach
bundles this result will probably come as no surprise. What is surprising,
according to the referee, is that the equivalence of (1) and (4) seems to be
nowhere on record.

The proof of Proposition 1.1 is routine and is therefore omitted. It
should be mentioned, however, that in the absence of further assumptions
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concerning S (that it is completely regular Hausdorff, for instance), it

must be clearly understood exactly what definition of bundle is being

employed. In this paper, as in [7] and [8], it is assumed that every point in

the fibre space of a bundle of Banach spaces lies on a local section of the

bundle, i.e., that the set of all local sections is full. (In [6] a weaker

requirement is made.)

This brings us to the central topic of this section: the representation

of Banach algebras by sections of bundles of Banach algebras. Thus, given

a Banach algebra A we shall be interested in constructing algebra homo-

morphisms φ: A -> Th(π) where π: E -> S is a bundle of Banach algebras.

The standard technique for constructing sectional representations of A is

described in our next theorem, which is "a part of the established

folklore," to quote the referee once again.

If X is a Banach space and {X : p E S] is a collection of closed

subspaces of X indexed by the topological space S, then {Xp: p E S] is

said to be topologically compatible with S provided that the function

p t-> \\x + Xp\\ is upper semicontinuous for each x E X. (See [7].)

PROPOSITION 1.2. (Existence of Canonical Bundles of Banach Algebras)

Let A be a Banach algebra, let S be a topological space, and suppose that

{/ : p E S) is a family of closed two-sided ideals in A which is topologically

compatible with S. Then the canonical bundle of Banach spaces π: E -> S

defined by the family {Ip: p E S} is a bundle of Banach algebras and the

associated Gelfand morphism Λ: A -» Yh(ττ)is a norm descreasing represen-

tation of A.

Proof. In the canonical bundle π: E -* S the stalk above a point

p E S is (isomorphic to) the quotient space A/Ip9 which is a Banach

algebra. If a E A and p E S, then ά(p) is (can be identified with) the

coset a + Ip. Clearly,

ab{p) = ab + Ip = (a + Ip)(b + Ip)(b + Ip) = ά(p)b(p),

for all a,bGA and/? E S; thus, ah = άb. It follows that A = {a: a E A}

is a full set of sections of π which is closed under pointwise multiplication.

By Proposition 1.1, π: E -> S is a bundle of Banach algebras, etc. D

In connection with the preceding result it is appropriate to ask

whether every algebra bundle arises as a canonical bundle. For algebra
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bundles with locally compact bases the answer is "yes." Suppose, specifi-
cally, that 77: E -> S is a bundle of Banach algebras where S is locally
compact Hausdorff. We let A be the Banach algebra Γ0(7r) consisting of
the sections of π which vanish at infinity, and for each p E S we let Ip be
the kernel of the evaluation homomorphism ev̂ : A -» E defined by
ev^(σ) = o(p). Then Ip is a closed two-sided ideal in A, the family [Ip\
p E S) is topologically compatible with S, and the associated canonical
bundle is bundle isomorphic to the given bundle π: E -> S (by Theorem
3.1 of [7]), etc.

There are a number of important situations in which the preceding
theorem applies. We will presently show that for a commutative Banach
algebra A the family of maximal regular ideals is compatible with the
topology of the maximal ideal space (Corollary 1.6). The corresponding
representation will be called the "primitive Gelfand representation of A",
in many important cases it is, for all intents and purposes, the usual
Gelfand representation of A.

Another important situation where Proposition 1.2 applies is that in
which A is a (possibly non-commutative) C*-algebra. By a primitive ideal
in A we mean, in this case, the kernel of an irreducible Hubert space
representation of A. The space Pήm(A) of all primitive ideals in A is given
the hull-kernel or Jacobson topology. Unfortunately, Pήm(A) need not be
Hausdorff, but when it is, {/: / E Pήm(A)} is topologically compatible
with Prim(yί), the associated canonical bundle £: E -> Prim(yί) is a bundle
of C*-algebras (whose definition should be obvious), and the corre-
sponding Gelfand morphism Λ: A -» Γo(£) is an isometric isomorphism.
When Pήm(A) fails to be Hausdorff, there are several other sectional
representations which can be considered. One of them, which is due to
J. M. G. Fell [4], will now be described. For the base space we take $(A),
the set of all closed two-sided ideals in A. Then i(A) is a compact
Hausdorff space when given the topology of pointwise convergence of
C*-seminorm functions on A, where we associate with an ideal / E 9(A)
the seminorm induced on A by the C*-algebra norm on the quotient A/I.
Moreover, ${A) is actually a compact semigroup under the operation /:
$(A) X ${A) -» $(A) defined by intersections of pairs of ideals. Once
again, the family $(A) satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1.2. For a
discussion of the associated representation of A the reader is referred to
[3]. More generally, the reader may consult [2] for further work on
sectional representations of C*-algebras.

We consider next, as promised, the primitive Gelfand representation
of a commutative Banach algebra.
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LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that X is a Banach space and that N is the kernel

of some non-zero functional f E X*. Then, for all x E X,

I I + *ll ! / ( ) !

The proof is left to the reader.

LEMMA 1.4. If X is a Banach space, then the norm function on X* is

weakly-* lower semicontinuous.

Proof. The following must be shown: given and Fo E X* with \\F0\\ >

ε > 0, the inequality \\F\\ > ε holds for all .Fin some weak-* neighborhood

of Fo. We can, of course, select an element x 0 G l o f norm one such that

\Fo(xo)\>ε τ h e s e t V={FE.X*: \F(xo)\> ε} is an open weak-*
neighborhood of FQ9 and, for all F E V, \\F\\ > ε. D

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let X be a Banach space and let S be a set of

non-zero functional in X*. For each f E S, let Nf be the kernel off. Then, if

S is given the weak-* topology, the family {Nj : f E S} is topologically

compatible with S.

Proof. We must show that for each x E X, the map /-> ||JC + Nf\\ is

upper semicontinuous on S. But

The map f-* f(x) is, of course, weakly-* continuous. Since the norm

function is weak-* lower semicontinuous on X*, it follows that the map

/~* l/ll/ll is weakly-* upper semicontinuous on S. Thus, the map /-»

||x + Λ |̂| is upper semicontinuous on S. D

COROLLARY 1.6. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with maximal

ideal space Δ. For each h E Δ let Ih be the corresponding regular maximal

ideal in A. Then the family [Ih\ h E Δ} is topologically compatible with Δ.

Proof. View the elements of Δ as multiplicative functionals. D

We can now apply the previous corollary together with Proposition

1.2. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with maximal ideal space Δ.

Let π: E -* Δ be the canonical bundle corresponding to the family {Ih:

/ I G A } and let ~ : A -> Th(π) be the corresponding Gelfand morphism.
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Thus, as a set E may be written:

E = {(h9a + I h ) : h G A , α E A)

and f or a E A and A E Δ

The map ~ : 4̂ -> Th(π) will be called the primitive Gelfand representation

of A. Its relation to the usual Gelfand representation : A -> C0(Δ) can be

described as follows. Let γ: Δ X C -> Δ be the constant bundle, that is,

Δ X C has the product topology, γ is the natural coordinate projection,

and ||(A, λ)| | = | λ | for all A E Δ and λ E C. Then there is a well-defined

bijective map φ : £ - ^ Δ X C such that

for all a E A and A E Δ. It can then be shown that φ is a norm-decreasing

bundle map or morphism in the category of bundles of Banach algebras.

That is, φ is not only a bundle map when π: E -* Δ and γ: Δ X C -> Δ are

viewed as bundles of Banach spaces, but, in addition, the restricted

mappings of stalks φh: Eh -> (Δ X C)Λ are algebra homomorphisms. If,

finally, we denote by Φ: Tb(y) -> Q(Δ) the natural way of identifying

sections of the constant bundle with continuous complex-valued functions

on Δ, then the two Gelfand representations are related by the equation:

X = Φ(φoχ),

for all x E A.

PROPOSITION 1.7. Given any commutative Banach algebra A there

exists a bijective bundle map φ of norm one or less from the canonical bundle

π: E -» Δ to the constant bundle γ: Δ X C -> Δ such that

X =

for all x E A, If A has an identity with norm one or a bounded approximate

identity all of whose elements have norm less than or equal to one, then φ is

an isometric homeomorphism.

Let us pursue the present discussion a bit further with regard to

identities. If A has an identity e then e is the identity section σe which

assigns to each A E Δ the identity coset of Eh — A/Ih\ furthermore σe is

the identity element of the algebra Tb(π). If A lacks an identity then the

selection σe: Δ -> E need not belong to A = {a: a E A) nor even to Th(π).

It is, however, a global section.
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PROPOSITION 1.8. // A is a commutative Banach algebra, then the
identity selection oe\ Δ -» E defined above is a (possibly unbounded) section
of the canonical bundle π: E -> Δ.

Proof. Let us prove continuity of σe at an arbitrary point /i0GA. Let
u0 be an identity for A modulo Ih . Thus ύo(ho) = oe(h0) and ύo(ho) = 1.
Let V be any neighborhood of σe(h0). We may assume that Ύis of the
form

Ύ= {z E E: τr(z) E £/, \\z ~ uo(π(z))\\ < ε}

where U is a neighborhood of h0 having compact closure in Δ. Since the
function h -* \/\\h\\ is upper semicontinuous on U it attains a maximum
value there, say M. Because of the continuity of the complex-valued
function ύ0 we can find a neighborhood V C U of h0 such that

h G K H

Suppose, then, that h E F. Let wΛ be an identity for A modulo lh. Then

K ) Λ ( Λ ) |

< M (ε/Af) = ε.

Thus oe(h) E F. This proves that σe is continuous at Λo. D

COROLLARY 1.9. // 4̂ w α commutative Banach algebra, then the
canonical bundle π: E -> Δ is topologically trivial. Specifically, the bundle
map φ is a homeomorphism of the fibre space E onto Δ X C.

Proof. Let h0 E Δ. It suffices to show that φ maps each neighborhood
of (Λo, σe(hQ)) onto a neighborhood of φ(λ0, σe(h0)) = (Λo, 1). (Note that
the scalar multiples of oe provide a full set of sections of the canonical
bundle π: E -> Δ.) Every neighborhood of (Λo, σβ(Λ0)) contains a neigh-
borhood of the form

V - {(A, λσe(h)): h E ί/, ||(λ - l)σ,(Λ)|| < ε}

= {(Λ, λσe(A)): A G £/,|λ - 11< ε/||σ,(e)||}

where U is a compact neighborhood of h0 in Δ. The bundle map φ carries
F onto the set

W
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If we let η be the minimum value of the lower semicontinuous function
on £/, then Wclearly contains

which is recognizably a neighborhood of (h0,1) in Δ X C. D

It follows from Corollary 1.9 that the difference between the canoni-
cal bundle π: E -» Δ for A and the constant bundle γ: Δ X C -> Δ lies in
the norms as opposed to the topologies of the fibre spaces. We conclude
this section with an example which will illustrate the differences. For A we
take a modification of the group algebra L\Ύ), where T = R/Z is the
circle group with normalized Haar measure dt.

In the case of the group algebra the maximal ideal space can be
identified with Z. For each n E Z we let φn be the nth character:
φn(t) = e2n7Tit. The corresponding multiplicative functional hn assigns to
each x E L\Ύ) its nth Fourier coefficient (x9φn) where we use the pair
notation for the usual duality between U and L00, that is, (/, g) =
//(OgCO' for all/ E L\Ύ) and g E L°°(T). Thus, if we let In = kerhn be
the corresponding maximal ideal, then, for all x E L\Ύ) and « 6 Z ,

We now take A to be a modification of L\T). We select any family of
positive numbers {vn: n E Z] for which Σ{vn: n E Z} < 1. We now let ̂ 4
be the Banach space L!(T) but with a new product: if x and j> belong to A
we now decree their product xy to be the sum of the absolutely convergent
series Σ vn(x, φn)(y, Φn)Φn. It can then be verified that A is a commutative
Banach algebra and that the maximal ideal space can be identified once
again with Z, but in this instance the multiplicative functional hn is
defined by hn(x) = vn{x,φn). (See Coddington [1].) The norm of hn is
therefore vn9 while the maximal ideal ln — \^xhn is the same as it was in
the case of the group algebra, namely In = [x E L](T): (x9φn) = 0}.
Thus, for all x E A and n E Z, we now have

In this case, the identity section is unbounded, since ||σe(fi)|| = (the norm
of the identity coset in A/In) = l / | | λ j | = \/vn.
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2. Bundles of Banach modules. In the first section we considered
the representation of a Banach algebra by sections of a bundle of Banach
algebras. Now we shall be concerned with the representation of Banach
modules by sections of bundles of Banach modules. In the case of a
non-commutative algebra it will be necessary to distinguish between left-,
right-, and bi-modules over it. For the sake of simplicity we restrict our
attention to left-modules and ignore the corresponding results for right-
and bi-modules.

Suppose now that π: E -> S is a bundle of Banach algebras and that
p: F -* S is a bundle of Banach spaces. Suppose further that for each
p E S the stalk Fp — p~\p) is a left Banach module over the stalk
Ep — π~\p). Thus for a pair (a, x) belonging to the fibered product
EVF= {(/>, y) E E X F: p(b) = π(y)} the product ax is defined, and
this gives rise to an operation "module multiplication" μ: E V F -> F. We
now state an analogue to Proposition 1.1.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose π: E -* S and p: F -> S are as above. Then

the following are equivalent:

(1) the map μ: E V F -* F is continuous',

(2) given any two elements a0 E E andx0 E Ffor which π(a0) = p(x0)

and given any neighborhood ̂ ίlί of aoxo, there exist neighborhoods % and Ύ

of a0 and x0 respectively such that ax E ^ whenever a E %, x E Ύ and

π(a) = ρ(x);

(3) whenever σ is a local section of the bundle π: E -> S and τ is a local

section of the bundle p: F -* S, the pointwise product στ is a local section of

the bundle p: F -» S\

(4) there exists a full set & of local sections of π and a full set 911 of local

sections of p such that 911 is closed under left-pointwise multiplication by

elements in &.

The proof is omitted.

When the above conditions are satisfied we naturally say that p:
F -> S is a bundle of left Banach modules over the bundle π: E -> S. Given

such a bundle it follows that Th(p) is a left Banach module over Th(π).
Suppose that / is a closed two-sided ideal in a Banach algebra A and

let M be a left Banach module over A. Denote by IM the closed linear
span of {ax: a E /, x E M). Then IM is a closed submodule of M. The
quotient space M/IM is likewise a left module over A, but, more
importantly, it is a module over A/I.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A, /, and M be as above. Then the Banach space

M/IM is a left Banach module over the quotient algebra A /I where the

action of A/I on M/IM is characterized by the identity

{a + I){x + IM) = ax + IM

for all a G A and x E M.

Proof. The problem here is to show that things are well-defined and

that the quotient norms behave in the proper way. Here are the straight-

forward but tedious details.

Given a E A, we define a map La: M -* M/IM by

La(x) = ax + IM.

Clearly La is linear and \\La\\ < | |α| |. If x E IM, then ax also belongs to

IM so La(x) — 0. Thus, IM C ker La which means there is a unique linear

map La\ M/IM -> M/IM such that | |LJ | = | |LJ | < | |α| | and

La(x + IM) = La(x) = ax + IM;

for all x E M. Consider next the map φ: A -> B(M/IM, M/IM) defined

by φ{a) = La. It is easily checked that φ is linear and since ||φ(<z)|| = \\La\\

< ||fl||, IIΨH < 1. If a E /, then for each x <E M, ax (Ξ IM so L^(x) = 0.

Thus L^ = 0 and consequently φ(<z) = La — 0. Thus / C Kerφ, which

means there is a unique linear map φ: A/I -> B(M/IM, M/IM) such

that IIΦH = HΦII < 1 and φ(α + /) = φ(β) for all α E A.

Given a G A/I and £ E M/IM we now define the product α£ to be

[φ(tf)](£). The product αξ is visibly bilinear and | |α£||<||φ(<z)|| | |£| | <

IIΦH | |α| | \\ξ\\ < | |α | | | | £ | | . Thus, M/IM is a left Banach module over A/I.

Finally, if a E A and x E M,

)](x + IM) = La{x + IM) = La{x)

= ax + /Λf. •

We come now to the main result: if we can represent an algebra by

sections of a canonical bundle, then every module over the algebra can be

represented likewise.

THEOREM 2.3. Let A be a Banach algebra, let S be a topological space,

and suppose that [Ip\ p E S) is a family of closed two-sided ideals of A

which is topologically compatible with S. If M is any left Banach module over

A, then the family of subspaces {IpM: p E S] of M is also topologically
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compatible with S. If we denote by π: E -» S and p: F -* S the canonical

bundles of Banach spaces associated with the families [Ip: p E S) and

[IpM: p E S) respectively, then p: F -> S is a bundle of left Banach

modules over the bundle π: E -> S of Banach algebras. Moreover, the pair of

associated Gelfand morphisms

is a module homomorphism, that is, ax — άx for all a E A and x E M.

Proof. We must show that for each x E M the map p -> ||x + IpM\\ is

upper semicontinuous on S (for that is precisely the definition of compati-

bility). Suppose, then, that \\x + IpM\\< ε. We must then show that the

inequality \\x + IqM\\ < ε holds for all points q belonging to some neigh-

borhood Vofp.

First we may choose elements ax,...,an'mlp and elements yγ>... ,yn in

M such that

+ Σ a

ίyι
< e.

Since άt(p) — 0, / = 1,... ,n, there is a neighborhood V oίp such that for

all q<ΞV,

+ Σ /Σlkll;
( = 1

/ — 1,...,«. Hence, if q E F,

IqM\\ = inf{| |x + z\\: z G

< i n Π + Σ Λ. Λ

Ά\y,\\

which completes the proof of uppersemicontinuity.
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The rest follows from the previous two theorems. To apply the first

we observe, first of all that

ax(p) = ax + IpM = {a + Ip)(x + IpM) = ά(p)x(p)

for all a E A, x E M, and/? E S, thereby establishing the identity ax — άx.

We then set & = A = {a: a E A} and 9lt = M = {x: x E 9H}, apply

Proposition 2.1, etc. D

COROLLARY 2.4. Le/ A be a commutative Banach algebra and let π:

E ^ Δ be the canonical bundle of Banach algebras associated with the family

{Ih: h E Δ} of regular maximal ideals ofA. If M is any Banach module over

A, then there is a bundle of Banach modules p: F -> Δ over ΊT in which the

stalk above any point h E Δ is (isomorphic to) M/IhM. Moreover, the

associated morphism Λ: M -» Th(p) which assigns to each x E M the coset

x + IhM is ~ -linear, where ~ : A -> Th(π) is the primitive Gelfand

representation of A, i.e.

ax — άx

for all a E A and x E M.

Returning to the general situation described in Theorem 2.3, we

observe that our representation Λ: M -> Th(p) has an important universal

property.

THEOREM 2.5. (UNIVERSAL MAPPING PROPERTY). Let A, S, {Ip: p <Ξ

S}9 and M be as in Theorem 2.3. Suppose that φ: M -* Γ/7(£) is a

representation of M by sections of a bundle ξ: G -» S of Banach modules over

the canonical bundle of algebras π\ E -* S; suppose further that φ is

~-linear, i.e. that

φ{ax) = άφ(x)

for all a E A, x E M. Then there exists a unique bundle map φ: p -> ξ such

that for all x E M, φ(x) = φ o χ\ moreover, \\φ\\ < | |φ| | .

The old proof (to Theorem 2.7 in [7]) works. We remark, however,

that the pair of bundle maps φ: p -> £ and id: IT -> ΊT is a moφhism in the

category of bundles of Banach modules over bundles of Banach algebras,

i.e. in addition to their being bundle maps the restricted stalk mappings

{φp,idp):(Fp,Ep)^(Gp,Ep)
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are module homomorphisms. We also remark that the universal mapping
property for Λ: M -* Th(p) characterizes the bundle p: F^S up to
(bundle) isomorphism.

Let us return for a moment to the commutative situation and consider
once again the differences between our two Gelfand representations — the
usual one and the primitive one. Let (M, A) be a Banach module, where A
is commutative. Let us also agree to use the notations established in
Corollary 2.4. The module (M, A) is said to have the (KR) condition if
for each h E Δ we have

where ± denotes the annihilator in M*, and (M*)h = {F E M*: F(ax) =
ά(h)F(x) for all x E M}; if A has a bounded approximate identity and M
is essential, for instance, then (M, A) will have the (KR) property. (See
[7].) In [7] the (KR) condition was used to prove that the family of
submodules {IhM: h E Δ} is topologically compatible with Δ; from this
the existence of the bundle of Banach spaces p: F -» Δ and the "Gelfand
representation" Λ: M -» Th(ρ) then followed. We now know that the (KR)
condition was unnecessary for this purpose. The (KR) condition, however,
was also used at another point, namely, in showing that the representation
~: M -> Th(p) is of "Gelfand type," i.e. that it is "-linear as opposed to
—linear. So the situation is now the following. We know that in all cases
the canonical bundle p: F ^ Δ and the Gelfand representation: Λ: M ->
Th(ρ) exist. When we view Th(p) as a module over Th(π) we also know
that our representation of M is ~ -linear, i.e. ax = ax for all a E A and
x E M, or to put it in yet another way, the pair of maps

is a homomorphism of modules. In any event, we can also view Th(p) as a
module over C0(Δ) and we can then ask whether our representation of M
is "-linear.

THEOREM 2.6. Let M and A be as above. The Gelfand representation Λ:

M -> Th(ρ) is of Gelfand type, that is to say, the pair of maps

is a module homomorphism, if and only if the module (M, A) satisfies the
(KR) condition.

Proof. In [7] it was shown that the (KR) condition implies that the
representation is of Gelfand type. So it suffices now to prove the converse.
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Let us assume, then, that our representation is of Gelfand type, i.e.
that ax — άx for all a E A and x E M. We must show that for each
/ ί G Δ , ( / Λ M ) 1 , t h e annihilator of IhM in M*, is contained in

(M*)h = {F<ΞM*:F(ax) = ά(h)F(x) for all a EΛ and JC E M } .

(The last sentence is simply the definition of the (KR) condition.) Thus,
assuming that F E (/^M) 1 , we must show that F belongs to (M*)Λ,
which is to say that

F(ax) = ά(h)F(x)

for all a E v4 and i G M, or equivalently, that

F(ax - α(Λ)jc) = 0.

But, by our assumption on Λ: M -> ΓA(p),

(ΛJC - <5(λ).x)Λ (A) = ά(h)x(h) - ά(h)x(h) = 0,

which means precisely that αx — ά(h)x belongs to IhM. Since F is
assumed to belong to(IhM)± ,

F(aχ- ά(h)x) = 0. D

So the situation is now quite clear: in working with the Gelfand
representation Λ: M -^Th(p) the use of the primitive Gelfand represen-
tation of A is always appropriate, even when M is non-essential and A
lacks even approximate identities, whereas use of the classical Gelfand
representation is appropriate precisely when (M9 A) satisfies the (KR)
condition.

The sectional representations described in Theorem 2.3 have been
studied previously in more specialized contexts. In the work of Takahashi
([9] and [10]) and Greene [5], for instance, they are used in the study of
Hubert modules over C*-algebras and bundles thereof.

3. Tensor products. This section concerns inductive tensor prod-
ucts of bundles of algebras and bundles of Banach modules. These
products are also related to the sectional representations studied in the
first two sections of the paper. The reader is referred to [8] for terminol-
ogy and notations.

The first two theorems concern algebra bundles.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose π: E -* S and p: F -> T are bundles of

Banach algebras, where S and T are locally compact Hausdorff. Then the

projectiυe tensor product π®p:E®F-*SX T is also a bundle of Banach
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algebras. Moreover, the natural map

φ:Γ0(w)®Γ0(p)-*Γ0(ir<§>p)>

which is characterized by the identity φ(σ®τ) = σ Θ τ , is an algebra

homomorphism.

Proof. To show that π ® p is a bundle of algebras it suffices (by
Proposition 1.1) to show that Γ0(π ® p) is closed under multiplication. To
that end we first observe that the set {σ Θ T: σ E Γ0(ττ), τ E Γ0(p)} is
closed under multiplication; this is a consequence of the identity

(σ 1 Θτ,)(σ 2 Θτ 2 ) = (σ,σ2) Θ (τ,τ2)

and the fact that Γ0(ττ) and Γ0(p) are algebras. If we let A denote the set
of all finite sums of sections of the form σ Θ T, then it easily follows that
A is also closed under multiplication. Since A is dense in Γ0(ττ ® p) (by
Corollary 3.5 in [8]), it follows by standard arguments that Γ0(π ® p) is
closed under multiplication.

The proof that φ is an algebra homomorphism proceeds similarly. For
monomials we have

φ((σ, ® P l )(σ 2 ® τ2)) - φ((σ,σ2) ® (iγr2))

= (*,σ2) © (T lτ2) = (σ, Θ τ,)(σ2 Θ τ2)

= φ(σ 1 Θτ 1 )φ(σ 2 Θτ 2 ) .

Since φ is linear and continuous, it follows that φ(£τj) = Φ(έ)Φ(η) holds
for all ξ and TJ in Γ0(ττ) ® Γ0(p). D

If τ4 and B are commutative Banach algebras with maximal ideal
spaces S and T respectively, then the maximal ideal space of A ® B can be
identified with S X Tin such a way that we have

(a ® 6)Λ(s, ί) = <3(j)£(0 = (a Θ fc)(j, 0

for all β E 4̂, b E 5, 5 E S, t E.T. We shall now prove an analogous
result.

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the following are given:
(a) 4̂ tf«d 5 are Banach algebras,
(b) £ α/ιd T are compact Hausdorff spaces;
(c) [Is: s E 5} /5 a family of closed two-sided ideals in A; the family is

topologically compatible with S\
(d) {Jt: t E 7"} w a family of closed two-sided ideals in B; the family is

topologically compatible with T.
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Denote by π: E -» S and p: F -> T the corresponding canonical bundles
of Banach algebras and by Λ: A -> Γ(π) and Λ: B -> Γ(p) //ze corresponding
Gelfand morphisms.

Then there exists a family of closed two-sided ideals {Ist: s E S, t E T)
in A ® B such that

(1) the family {Ist: (s, t) E S X T) is topologically compatible with
SXT;

(2) the corresponding canonical bundle of Banach algebras can be
naturally identified with the tensor product bundle π ® p: E ® F ^ S X T\

(3) so identified, the corresponding Gelfand morphism Λ: A ® B ->
Γ(π ® p) Λtzs1 the following property.

(a <8> bY = a O b

for all a G A and b E B.

Proof. There is a natural norm-decreasing linear map θ: A ® 5 ->
Γ(7τ ® p) such that

β(α ® b) = άQ b

for all a E τl, ft E J5, namely, ^ is the composition of the tensor product of
the Gelfand morphisms Λ®~: A <S> B -» Γ(ττ) ® Γ(ρ) with the natural
map φ: Γ(ττ) ® Γ(p) -> Γ(ττ ® p) described in Proposition 3.1. Since Λ ®Λ

and φ are both algebra homomorphisms, so is θ. Given (s, t) E S X Γ we
denote by evs/: Γ(ττ ® p) -> £ v ® /J the map which assigns to each section
its value at the point (s, ί). Then evs7 is also a norm-decreasing algebra
homomorphism. We define Ist to be the kernel of the homomorphism
evv r oθ:A®B-+Es® Fr

We will now show that the family {Isί} has the properties advertised
above. Clearly each Ist is a closed two-sided ideal. Let us denote by φst:
(A ® B)/Ist -> £ y ® Ft the norm-decreasing homomoφhism induced by
evs/ o θ\ thus, for all α E 4̂ and ft E 5,

We will show that the map φΛ7: (̂ 4 ® B)/Ist -> jEΓy ® Fr is an isometric
isomorphism.

We define a map ψ\ A X B -+ (A ® B)/Ist by setting ψ(a, b) = a ® b
+ Ist. This map is clearly bilinear with norm less than or equal to one. If
a E Is and ft E 5, then ά(s) — 0 so

(evsΐ o θ)(a ® ft) = o(^) ® ft(/) = 0

which means (a ® ft) E /sr and thus ψ(α, ft) = 0. Similarly ψ(α, ft) = 0
for all a E 4̂, ft E / r Consequently (by Lemma 1.2 of [8]), there is an
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induced bilinear map ψ: EsXFt = (A/Is) X (B/Jj) -> (A ® J5)//5, with
< 1 such that

Finally, we get a linear map ψ: Es® Ft^ {A ® £)//,, such that
< 1 and

Λ ® ft + /Jf

for all ^ E Λ, b E 5. It is easily argued that ψ ° φst and φ j r ° ψ are the
identity maps on (A ® B)/Ist and £ 5 ® Fr respectively, which shows, of
course, that the maps φst and ψ are bijective and inverse to one-another.
Finally, since both maps are norm-decreasing, both maps must, in fact, be
norm-preserving.

From the fact that the maps φst: (A ® B)/Ist -+ Es® Ft are isome-
tries, it follows that the family [Ist] is topologically compatible with
S X T. For, if z E A ® B, then

and since θ(z) is a section of the bundle π ® p the map (Λ , /) -̂
||0(z)O, r)ll = Ik + Λrll m u s t be uppper semicontinuous o n S X Γ .

If we identify the stalk (A ® B)/Ist in the canonical bundle with
J5S ® î  (via the natural map φsf), then the Gelfand morphism ~: A ® 5 ^
Γ(ττ ® p) has the desired property:

(a ®b)\s, t) = a ® b + Isί

is identified with φst(a ® 6) = α(s) ( )

In the remainder of the paper we shall consider tensor products of
bundles of modules.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose π: E -> S and p: F -> T are bundles of
Banach algebras where S and T are locally compact Hausdorff. Suppose π':
E' -> S and p': F' -> T are bundles of Banach modules over the algebra
bundles. Then π' ® p r: E' ® Ff ^ S X T is a bundle of Banach modules
over the bundle of Banach algebras 7r®p: E ® F -» 5 X Γ. 77ze natural
map

(φ, φ) : (Γ0(*r') ® Γo(p0, Γ0(7Γ) (§) Γo(p))

- ( Γ o ^ ' β p O . Γ o ί π β p ) )

characterized by φ(σ ® T) = σ Θ T, W α module homomorphism.
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The proof, which is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.1, is

omitted.

THEOREM 3.4. Suppose we are given the data of Theorem 3.2. Suppose

additionally that (M, A) and (TV, B) are essential modules. We denote by π':

E' -> S and pf\ Fr -» T the canonical bundles corresponding to the families

{ISM: s E S] and {JtN: t E T) respectively and we denote by Λ: M -> T(π')

and Λ: TV -» Γ(p') the Gelfand morphisms. Then the canonical bundle

corresponding to the family [Ist(M ® N): (s, t) E S X T) can be identified

with the product bundle πf ® p': Ef ® Fr -» S X T in such a way that the

Gelfand morphism *\M®N-* Γ(π' ® ρr) has the following property.

(x ®yY= x Gy

for all x E M and y E TV.

The reader will find that this theorem can be proved by modifying

only slightly the proof of Proposition 1.3 in [8].

THEOREM 3.5. Let A be a Banach algebra and let S be a compact

Hausdorff space. Suppose {Is: S E S) is a family of closed two-sided ideals

in A, the family being topologically compatible with S. We denote by £:

&-> S the corresponding canonical bundle of Banach algebras.

Suppose M and N are A-modules. We denote by π: E -> S, p: F -> S,

and θ: H -> S the bundles of Banach modules over ξ: & -» S which corre-

spond to the A-modules M, TV, and M ®A N respectively, and we denote all

Gelfand morphisms by Λ.

Then for each s E S there exists a unique linear isometry φv: Hs ->

Es ®# Fs such that

Proof. We define a map/: M X TV -> Hs by

f(x, y) = (x®AyY(s)

Then / i s clearly an A -balanced bilinear map and \\f\\ < 1. Moreover, for

all a E A, x E Λf, andy E TV

f(ax9 y) = {ax ®Λ y)' (s) = (a(x ®A y)Y(s)

= ά(s)(x9yY(s)=ά(s)f(x9y).
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Thus f(ax, y) = 0, if a E Is. Similarly /(x, ay) = f(ax, y) — 0 if a E Is.
It follows that there is a unique bilinear map

/: ESXFS = (M/ISM) X (N/ISN) - iϊ,

such that

f(x(s), y(s)) =f(x + /SM, y + ISN)

= f(χ,y) = (χ®Ayy(s)

Moreover, \\f\\ = \\f\\ < 1. Suppose α £ ^ , say α = « ( J ) for some a & A.
Then

/ ( α * ω , >>(ί)) = / ( ^ ( ί ) , ?(s)) =f(ax, y)

= f(x,ay) =f(x(s),ay(s)).

Thus,/is ^-balanced. Therefore, there is a unique linear map ψ: Es ®gi i^
-» //̂  such that

Moreover ||ψ|| = ||/ί| < 1.
Next we define a map g: M X N -» £ s ®fi Fs by setting

g(αc, j) = i(ί)®βjj?(ί).

Then g is bilinear and ||g|| < 1. Now

g{ax, y) = ax{s) ®&j{s) =[ά{s)x{s)} ®&J{

= x(s) ®β%άy(s) = g(x,ay),

i.e. g is ^4-balanced. Hence there is a unique linear map g: M ®ΛN ->
£Λ, <8>ej F5 with

g(x®^>») = x{s)®&J{s)

and Hill = | | g | | < l . Now

g{a{x®Ay)) = g{ax®Ay) = ax(s) ®eJ(s)

= [ά(s)x{s)] ®eJ(s) = ά(s)[x{s) ®βj(s)]

which shows that g(a(x ®A y)) = 0 if a ε Is. It follows that g is zero on
IS(M ®AN). It follows that there is a unique linear map φy: //,. =

& N)/IS(M®A N) -^ Es ®&s Fs such that

Also ||φ,|| = mil
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The rest is routine. One shows that ψ ° φ5 and φs © ψ are the identity

maps on Hs and Es ®# Fs respectively. It follows that the maps φs and ψ

are bijective and that each is the inverse of the other. Finally, since φs and

ψ and both norm-decreasing, both must, in fact, be isometries. G

Suppose £: & -> S is a bundle of Banach algebras and let us suppose

that each fiber algebra @,p has an identity element ep. If, additionally, the

identity selection σe9 defined by σe(p) — ep, is a section of the bundle σ,

then we shall say that ξ: & -> 5 is a bundle of Banach algebras with identity.

THEOREM 3.6. L ^ S be a compact Hausdorff space. Suppose £: 6£ -> 5 w

α bundle of Banach algebras with identity and suppose π: E ^ S and p:

F -> S are bundles of Banach modules over the bundle of algebras. Then

there exists a bundle of Banach spaces φ: G -» S with the following proper-

ties:

(1) φ: G -> S is a bundle of Banach modules over the algebra bundle ξ:

(2) for each s E S the fiber Gs above s is Es ®# Fs\

(3) the tensor map ®#: E V F -^ G which assigns to each pair (x, y) E

E V F (meaning π(x) — p(y)) its product x ®&m(x)y in the stalk G^{x), is

continuous',

(4) // σ and τ are local sections of the bundles π: E -» S and p: F -> S

respectively, then theirpointwise Srproduct σ O# T, defined by (σ 0g τ)( ί) =

σ(s) ®^ 7(5), w ̂  focα/ section of the bundle φ: G -^ S.

Proof. To construct the bundle φ: G -» 5* we apply the previous

theorem. We let A = T(ξ) and for each s E S we let / s = (σ E A:

σ(s) = 0}. Then A is a Banach algebra with identity and [Is: s E S} is a

family of closed two-sided ideals in A. Moreover, the family is topologi-

cally compatible with S and the corresponding canonical bundle of

algebras can be identified with the given bundle £: & -> S in such a way

that the Gelfand morphism Λ: A -» Γ(^) is simply the identity map. (See

[7], Theorem 4.1.)

We next set M — Γ(ττ) and Λ̂  = Γ(p) so that M and N are ^4-mod-

ules. For each s E 5 it is easy to show that

ISM= {σ GM\σ(s) = 0).

It follows that the canonical bundle associated with the family {Is: s G S}

can be identified with the given bundle π: E -> S in such a way that the

Gelfand morphism Λ: M -> Γ(p) is, once again, the identity map. Similar

remarks hold for N.
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If we denote by θ: H -> S the canonical bundle for the A -module

M ®A N = Γ(ττ) ®r(£> Γ(p)» then for each 5 E S, the previous theorem

assures us of the existence of a unique isometric isomorphism φs: Es ®tf Fs

-> //̂  such that

for all σ E M = Γ(ττ) and T E JV = Γ(p). If we now let G be the disjoint

union of the family of Banach modules {Es ®&s Fs\ s E S}, then we have a

bijection φ: G -> H whose restrictions to stalks are the maps φs. We

topologize G by transplanting the topology from H to G via the map φ~\

etc.

The remainder of the proof can be modeled after the proof of

Theorem 21 in [8]. •

By analogy with previous notation the bundle φ: G -> S might rea-

sonably be denoted by π<8>ξp: E &&F -> S. If we then return to the

situation described in Theorem 3.5, the content of the theorem can now be

paraphrased as follows:

Suppose that the data and notations of Theorem 3.5 are given, and

suppose also that A has an identity. Then the canonical bundle associated

with the module (M ®AN, A) can be identified with the product bundle

IT <2>£p: E <S)& F -> S in such a way that

for all x E M9y E N.
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